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Alternative Government would Support a New Consumer Council – a
positive response to Treasurer Abel’s misleading comments on tax tariff
increases
“PNG needs a Consumer Council to help protect PNG families from
unfair price increases and poor quality products. In the fierce
competition of Waigani politics, there are many groups and individuals
that will speak out in the interests of resource companies or the local
manufacturing industry or formal sector employees. However, there is
no group representing the special interests of consumers. We need a
stronger consumer voice in Waigani, backed with good research and
lobbying skills, to help protect the people of PNG from unbalanced
price increases such as the massive and unfair tariff increases imposed
in recent budgets. A Consumer Council could also focus on the quality
of goods and services, including issues such as ensuring both imported
as well as local goods are safe and have adequate labelling in English”
stated the Shadow Minister for Treasury and Finance, Ian Ling-Stuckey.
“When considering how best to respond to Treasurer Abel’s misleading
remarks on his tax tariff increases, and his personal attack on me as
Shadow Treasurer, I have decided to be constructive. This is why I am
putting forward the idea of a PNG Consumer Council to put the voice
of PNG families back into Waigani politics. The Independent Consumer
and Competition Commission also needs to be strengthened but as this
is a government body, there is also a need for a lobby group focused
on the interests of consumers. PNG needs this new consumer voice to
balance out the voice of other interests such as the manufacturing
sector. The lobbyists from this manufacturing group have got Treasurer
Abel under control. Indeed, the entire PNC government is under the
control of vested business interests, their government besties.
Unfortunately, the great losers from this are the people of PNG and our
children which will be paying back massive debts from poor policies
and who will lack the job and income opportunities which we should

give them. It is time for a new coalition government with a more
balanced policy agenda, one that also looks after the interests of all in
PNG including consumers and our children” said the Shadow Treasurer.
“There are misleading, ill-informed and unbalanced comments in
Treasurer Abel’s response so I have decided to analyse and comment
on these in detail – set out below. This is not a “media outburst”. I leave
it to the PNG people to decide who is telling the truth on items such as
whether the 25% tax tariff increase applies on UHT milk – once again, I
have provided the photographic evidence of what was in Treasurer
Abel’s own legislation. I provide evidence that even the government’s
own Independent Consumer and Competition Commission called for
removal of all tariffs on flour imports as recently as 2015 – instead the
government has increased the tariff to 25%. The Alternative
Government agrees entirely with the objective of more jobs and
increased incomes for our people – a major theme of my last two
budget responses. But as detailed in those budget responses, the PNC
O’Neill/Abel government is taking us down the wrong path to meet
these objectives. They are about increased profits for their besties
which can corruptly increase the size of brown envelopes for PNC
ministers. The Alternative Government is about better policies to get
growth, jobs and incomes growing again while also keeping down cost
of living pressures” stated Mr Ling-Stuckey.
“As we go through the details of the response below, it can only be
concluded that Treasurer Abel, and ultimately Prime Minister O’Neill,
lack the attention to detail, the ability to acknowledge a mistake, the
policy wisdom and the business acumen to be the leaders of this great
nation. This is just another piece of evidence that they should both be
replaced. We call on other members of Parliament to form a coalition
which will truly get jobs and incomes growing again so we can look
after our children and make our nation great” stated Mr Ling-Stuckey,
Shadow Treasurer.

Detailed response to all the points in Treasurer Abel’s misleading
response:
Abel quote
“DPM and Treasurer, Charles Abel has responded to Ling Stuckeys
comments on tariffs today; "It would be great if the Shadow Finance
Minister actually understood the facts before his continuous misleading
outbursts in the media. “

Ling-Stuckey Response
In the following paragraphs, I will outline in some detail how the
Treasurer is the one that does not appear to understand the facts of his
own legislation, or of sensible and balanced economic policy
approaches to get this country out of the economic mess created by
the PNC.
Abel quote
“The tariff on flour only affects retail packaged imported flour. The main
brands such as Flame and 3 Roses are imported in bulk wheat and
processed onshore therefore prices are not affected.”
Ling-Stuckey Response
The Treasurer is ignoring the findings of the 2015 “Flour Industry Pricing
Review” conducted by the government’s own Independent Consumer
and Competition Commission. That review stated “The Commission
found that tariffs on imported flour are bad for consumers. Estimates
indicate that tariffs are costing consumers K19 million per year and add
approximately 14 toea per kilo to the price of flour…..Because imports
are an important contributor to competition, the Commission believes
that consumers would be better off if tariffs on flour were removed
completely.” (page 9 of Executive Summary – complete extract in the
attachments). Treasurer Abel, this is a pretty clear finding. So why have
you ignored the expert advice provided to you? Why are you doing
something which is so clearly going to hurt consumers? The report
indicates that “From the evidence presented to the Commission it
appeared unlikely that local mills need the tariffs in order to survive.
Gross margins for local mill operators appear to be healthy.” So there
was no need anyway to increase tariffs to protect local jobs. So how do
prices for flour in PNG compare to other countries? The report finds “At
present flour prices in PNG are twice as high as the lowest price in New
Zealand” (page 8). PNG consumers are now going to get slugged with
this massive increase in import tariffs on packaged flour – ignoring the
government’s own expert advice and lifting tariffs to 25% rather than
removing them altogether.
Let me put this another way – from the perspective of a business
person. When you are a business person, when setting your prices, you
look around and see the prices of your competitors. You want to match
their price or be slightly lower, as long as you are still making a profit.
Any economist knows that just two firms in a market is usually called a
“duopoly”. It is not a competitive market. What can make a small

market competitive is the possibility of another competitor such as a
supermarket chain wholesaler being able to import similar quality
products at a lower price. PNG Government’s have always aimed to
give some advantage to local producers. So the tariff level on
imported flour in both small and large packages was 10%. This 10% was
a price advantage already to local manufacturing. The government
has now decided to lift this price advantage by a further 15% - this is
because the tariff has been increased from 1 January 2019 from 10% to
25% for all flours in packages less than 50kg. Given the lack of local
competition, this will simply mean that the price of packaged flour will
increase by 15% as that becomes the competitive price ceiling for local
manufacturing. The local industry can now charge the higher price for
1kg and 2kg packets of flour and take the extra profits. Indeed, the
Treasurer has ensured profit levels to these two firms will increase by
even more as he has lowered the tariff on bulk packaged flour of over
50kg. Treasurer, prices will be affected, and this will hurt PNG families on
such a staple product. What is the point of having an ICCC if you
simply ignore their professional recommendations and instead turn to
your industry besties? This is why we need a Consumer Council, to back
up expert findings from the ICCC and lobby for consumer interests.
Abel quote
“The tariff on milk is only being applied to fresh milk not UHT milk so
prices have not been affected.”
Ling-Stuckey Response
This is the most blatant lie from the Treasurer. I am extremely worried
about the competency of the nation’s Treasurer when he makes such
a statement. His own legislation makes it very, very clear that the tariff
on milk of an additional 25% does apply to UHT milk.
The simple fact is that on pages one and two (so not even hidden
away in the 37 pages of tariff tax increases) of the Treasurer’s new tariff
tax slugs on PNG families that there are four, not just one but four, tariff
lines that are explicit that the new tariff applies to UHT milk. Under the
broad tariff category 04.01, titled “Milk and Cream, not concentrated
nor containing added sugar or other sweetening matter”, there are
four tariff items depending on the level of fat in milk. For all four levels of
fat content, there is an explicit line that states “UHT processed in retail
sale packages” and that the tariff rate has gone from “Free” to “25%”.
The “retail sale packages” refers simply to the containers that the UHT
milk is sold in, such as 1 litre of Paul’s UHT milk. Let me include a detailed
photo of one the sections below showing the very clear application to

UHT milk – all four tariff lines showing the application of the new 25%
tariff are in the attachments.

The Treasurer’s repeated factual errors on this point are extremely
worrying. Photos showing the changes in the tariff act introduced as
part of the 2019 Budget were included in my previous media release
and were included in coverage such as on PNG Loop. His similar
misleading statements from last year were also included. Why didn’t he
even check with what I was saying and the evidence provided? Why
does he still come out and deny the truth? Is he a lying Treasurer or just
an incompetent Treasurer? Did he even tell NEC that the price of UHT
milk was going up by 25%? Do the members of his own PNC know that
the price of UHT milk was going up by 25%?
Treasurer Abel lacks the attention to detail, the ability to acknowledge
a mistake, the policy wisdom and the business acumen to be the
Treasurer of this great nation. The Prime Minister who appointed him is
equally responsible. This is just another piece of evidence that both
should be replaced.
Abel quote
“The tariff on veneer and plywood have been in place for some years
but the tariff codes had to be corrected in terms of rates applied.”
Ling-Stuckey Response
This is a dangerous half-truth. As I indicated in my media release, there
were tariffs on veneers and plywoods of 30%. Indeed, they have been
in place, although at declining levels, for decades. However, the
obscure language of “the tariff codes had to be corrected in terms of
rates applied” is hiding the fact that tariff rates were increased to an
extraordinary 50%. This is what I said in my media release. The issue is not
whether they have been in place for years, the issue is that the
Treasurer decided to increase them to 50%. Indeed, the original
National Alliance plan was to slowly reduce the tariff rates from 40% in
2006, to 35% in 2011, to 30% from 2015 and to 25% from 1 January 2018
(see attachment). This was part of a 12 year program of gradual tariff
reductions for local firms to give them a chance to become more
competitive. This was a policy designed to provide balanced support
to local manufacturing, to encourage them to become more

competitive, and to balance this interest with reducing the cost of
housing and other construction in PNG. It was a policy of balancing
interests. There was still a plan to have a 25% tariff in place. But rates of
50% are just too high. The current PNC government and its Treasurer just
do not understand what is required for good public policy and the
balancing of different interests. This is why I am supporting the creation
of a Consumer Council so PNG consumers have a stronger voice in
decision-making, to help get the balances right. One would have
hoped that PNC politicians would also be protecting the rights and
interests of consumers. Clearly, they are just interested in looking after
their besties.
Abel quote
“A relatively low tariff has been introduced on imported furniture and
tin fish to support the development of onshore investment and jobs
especially where we have the natural resources and existing local
products.”
Ling-Stuckey Response
The tariff on imported furniture has been increased from 15% to 30% this is not a low tariff. The tariff on tinned fish has been increased from
15% to 25% - this is not a low tariff. Both tariffs were due to fall to 10%
from 1 January 2018 under the National Alliance tariff reduction
program.
The Alternative Government continues to support policies to increase
jobs and local incomes. This has been a focal point of my last two
Budget responses. So there is total agreement on the policy objectives
of “supporting on-shore investment and jobs”. However, the Alternative
Government knows that Treasurer Abel is pursuing policies that have
failed in PNG and in other developing countries. As Vietnam prepared
for APEC, it lowered tariffs on over one thousand items. As PNG
prepared for APEC, it increased tariffs on nearly one thousand items.
More details on the correct policy below.
Abel quote
“There are two large local producers of fresh chicken meat so prices
should not be affected here.“
Ling-Stuckey Response
In the same way as the Treasurer was wrong about flour, the Treasurer is
also wrong about chicken. He lacks business sense. Two firms are not
enough to create price competition. The possibility of importing similar

products creates a price ceiling on what local firms can charge. If you
increase that price ceiling through lifting tariff rates, it is in the interest of
local firms to lift prices to lift profits. Once again, it is consumers that are
hurt as their interests are not advanced in the politics of Waigani.
Abel quote
“Papua New Guinea needs jobs and import replacement. The
Government is utilising a range of policies to progress the local
production of rice, wheat (for stock feed and flour), local beef and
poultry meat and eggs, milk and other dairy products, tuna processing,
power from gas and oil, cement, timber and furniture. If we don't give
some support to local industry we will forever be importing our food,
energy and exporting all our raw materials and jobs."
Ling-Stuckey Response
The Alternative Government and Government are in total agreement
on the policy objective of increased PNG incomes and more jobs. We
want local industry to thrive, to grow, to increasingly sell PNG goods
and services throughout the Indo-Pacific region. But we must learn the
lessons of our own history and those of other countries in our region on
how to transform these great sounding words into practical realities for
our people. The problem for PNG is that the PNC government has the
wrong policies to deliver on these objectives. They go back to
providing a 50% equity subsidy for selected agriculture projects, none
of which go through a pre-determined vetting process (including a
robust cost-benefit analysis) to confirm they are in the national interest.
They then back these up with tariff increases and other forms of
protection to increase the profits of these lucky few. Presumably, such
firms then provide financial support back to the government. The big
losers are PNG consumers, PNG taxpayers, and our children. High levels
of debt in an under-performing economy will be the legacy of the PNC
government. Better policy approaches are set out in my budget
response to lift growth in the non-resource sector to at least 5%
annually. These included measures such as practical support for rural
agriculture and improved nutrition, innovative approaches such as
increased labour mobility, agreed actions to lower key business costs, a
focus on controlling the high cost of living, better government budgets
and management in areas such as health and education, better
spending in the economic sector rather than just support for
government besties, appropriate decentralisation as well as better
macro-economic policies – all approaches that would really have a

positive impact on local jobs and incomes. It is time for a change to a
new and honest government!

Hon.Ian Ling-Stuckey,CMG.MP
Shadow Minister for Treasury & Finance
8 January 2019

Details
As part of the 2019 Budget, the PNC government introduced changes to the
Customs Tariff Bill. An extract of the first two pages of this bill is below. These
make it very clear that the 25% tax tariff increase for milk products applies to
UHT milk. UHT milk on average has a fat content of around 3.1% to 3.6%, and is
clearly covered in the new tax increases under item 0401.20.10. The Treasurer
is lying.
There are 37 pages in this bill and it can be obtained from the PNG Treasury
website. These two pages of extracts also show the tax tariff increases in other
products such as fresh chicken, packaged flour and canned fish. The list goes
on and on.
Page 1

Page 2

Independent Consumer and Competition Commission Report on Flour
The 30 October 2015 ICCC report “2015 Flour Industry Pricing Review” is
available at the following website
https://www.iccc.gov.pg/reports/2015/447-30-october-2015-final-report-flourindustry-review-pdf-1/file
An extract from the Executive Summary (top of page 8 and then page 9) is
below:

A sensible tariff policy approach
The National Alliance government, in responding to the economic crisis of the
late 1990s, agreed on a series of activities to make the economy more
competitive, to lift economic growth rates especially in the non-resource
sector, and to create more jobs. These policies were all working until 2011.
The PNC government has reversed these policies which has led to a collapse
in non-resource growth rates and job creation. One element of this program,
a program which had many elements including making the costs of local
business lower, was a progressive, balanced and timely reduction in
protectionist levels. The types of progressive changes are shown in the
following extract of the revised Tariff Act introduced by the National Alliance
Government. This is page 277, showing the gradual reduction in tariffs on
plywood and veneer products. These changes were gradual, and aimed at
getting the balance right between local production and lowering housing
and other building costs. PNG consumers have lost out with the current PNC
government’s decision to deliver increased profits to its manufacturing
industry besties with a tariff now of 50% while the consumers of PNG are the
big losers. We need a PNG Consumer Council to push back against such tariff
increases.

